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Eyebrow Recognition for Identifying Deepfake Videos
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Abstract: Deepfake imagery that contains altered faces has become a threat to online content. Cur-
rent anti-deepfake approaches usually do so by detecting image anomalies, such as visible artifacts
or inconsistencies. However, with deepfake advances, these visual artifacts are becoming harder to
detect. In this paper, we show that one can use biometric eyebrow matching as a tool to detect manip-
ulated faces. Our method could provide an 0.88 AUC and 20.7% EER for deepfake detection when
applied to the highest quality deepfake dataset, Celeb-DF.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, digital media is playing an exceedingly influential role in different aspects
of our lives, including shaping public opinion. More and more people are getting their
information from social networks and video-sharing platforms. Unfortunately, technology
has also allowed images and videos to be manipulated by nefarious actors to show mis-
information and discord. This issue has become a public concern threatening information
trustworthiness and even undermining democracies [Ci19]. The tools for manipulating
imagery, such as those used for political misinformation, have become widely available
[VC20, Ag19].

The now-famous term ”deepfake” refers to recent (deep-learning-based) techniques used
to synthesize or otherwise alter imagery, mostly faces in videos, which is also the focus
of this paper. Due to rapid advances in computer vision and with increasingly affordable
and capable hardware, convincing fake visual contents are being created and distributed
at an alarming rate. Recently we have seen deepfake videos seeding misinformation by
depicting public figures uttering words they had never said, among many other egregious
and vulgar applications. As a result, deepfake detection is quickly becoming a high priority
topic for the research community, the industry, and the governments alike.

Current anti-deepfake algorithms heavily rely on detecting image or video abnormalities
such as visible artifacts or lack of coordination between lip movements and spoken words.
Some examples of the aforesaid facial artifact are shown in Fig 1. During facial synthesis,
many deepfake generators extract facial landmarks from the videos to manipulate the facial
areas of interest. After manipulating the targeted facial features, a series of post-processing
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methods such as resolution-enhancement and color correction are applied to render the
manipulated visualizations more realistic. Facial manipulation methods may be applied
to the entire face or just the parts needed for the facial expressions [To20]. However, as
the deepfake technologies improve over time, the deepfake visualization has become more
realistic, and fewer artifacts are visible in the altered images and videos. REFACE app3

is a face swap mobile application and has successfully integrated user face into high-
quality music videos. Celeb-DF [Li20] is the highest quality deepfake forensic dataset that
is publicly available. Fig 2 shows examples from the dataset. The current state-of-the-art
deepfake detection approaches have not performed very well on this dataset, given its high
quality (table 1). Thus, instead of relying on the hard to find visible artifacts for such
datasets, we utilize a biometric recognition model to distinguish between real and fake
images from the same identity.

In this paper, our focus is on detecting face swap by matching the components of the
swapped face. More specifically, we show the efficacy of matching the eyebrow area to
counter deepfake attacks. One may add other components like lower periocular to such a
system. As the deepfake algorithms improve over time, one can expect the altered image
artifacts to vanish, and thus biometric comparison of the swapped components may be
preferable to flag counterfeit imagery.

The main contribution of this work is establishing the utility of eyebrows for deepfake
detection by way of biometric comparison. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that biometric comparison of the eyebrow region is proposed for deepfake detection.
The eyebrow region is one of the most affected components in the synthesized images.
Especially in high-resolution and high-quality deepfakes, we show that eyebrow alterations
become more distinguishable if examined by a biometric comparison pipeline. In order to
make this approach to work, the model needs to know the participant’s identity beforehand
(biometric enrollment is needed). Moreover, this will be applicable when the targets are
well-known individuals are celebrities or politicians.

Fig. 1: Examples facial artifacts in deepfake database

2 Prior Work

[MRD19] is one of the most recent works in eyebrow recognition. Mohammad et al.
investigated short term eyebrow recognition using VISOB and FERET datasets. The au-

3 https://reface.app/
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Fig. 2: Examples from celeb-DF dataset: (a) real images, (b) deepfake images. Images in each col-
umn belong to the same identity

thors proposed a fusion of GIST, HOG, and VGG16 features along with Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifiers for biometric comparison. 0.63% Equal Error Rate (or EER,
lower is better) and 0.9942 Area Under the Curve (or AUC, higher is better) was their
best-reported results when fusing three feature descriptors for both eyebrows. However,
their evaluates followed a closed set protocol where there are overlaps between training
and testing set identities.

[MRS19] exploit visual artifacts in images to detect deepfakes. The authors proposed
various facial areas where their model could spot potential artifacts caused by manipulating
facial imagery. Some examples of such artifacts are global inconsistencies, illumination
mismatches, geometrical distortions (such as those observed over the teeth), and eye color
issues. Their best-reported results is 0.866 AUC using their in-house dataset.

[St19] proposed using an attention mechanism to detect manipulated face images. The
attention map guides a CNN to scrutinize the face region in the image. The attention map
mask helps the elimination of irrelevant features and thus reduces the feature vector di-
mensionality. Therefore, only certain sub-region in the vicinity of the face make significant
contributions to the CNN’s decision. The proposed approach reportedly achieves a 0.984
AUC in the UADFV dataset and 0.712 AUC over the Celeb-DF dataset.

Table 1 summarizes reported deepfake detection results over the Celeb-DF dataset. As
mentioned earlier, to the best of our knowledge, this paper’s proposed method is the first
work using an eyebrow biometric pipeline to counter deepfake attacks. It is also notewor-
thy that we did not train our biometric model on any deepfake datasets, saving them for
eventual testing to demonstrate cross-dataset generalization.
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Tab. 1: performance of recent deepfake detection on Celeb-DF dataset.

Ref Detection Method Used Classifiers Best AUC

Zhi et al. (2018)
[Zh17]

Image-related Steganalysis CNN+SVM 538

Afchar et al. (2018)
[Af18]

Mesoscopic Level CNN 0.548

Yang et al. (2018)
[YLL19]

Head Pose Estimation CNN 0.546

Li et al. (2019)
[LL18]

Face Wrapping Artifact CNN 0.569

Matern et al. (2019)
[St19]

Visual Artifact Losgistic Regression MLP 0.551

Stehouwer et al. (2019)
[MRS19]

Facial Forgery Attention Mapping 0.712

3 Methods

We employed four deep learning models to evaluate our hypothesis: LightCNN, Resnet,
DenseNet, and SquezeNet. They are widely used in biometric research publication. There-
fore, we believe that they would achieve high performance in eyebrow matching task.

LightCNN LightCNN [WHS15] model heavily relies on Max-Feature-Map (MFM) op-
eration which was proposed in place of ReLu activation function. The operation preserves
element-wise maximum from two feature maps forcing only half of the features to reach
the next layer. In other words, this acts as a filter allowing the only compact feature to pass
through.

ResNet Resnet [He16] employs a shortcut connections to deal with the gradient degra-
dation problem[GB10]. Such an issue happens when training very deep neural networks.
The residual or shortcut connections introduced in ResNet allows for identity mappings
to propagate to multiple nonlinear layers, preconditioning the optimization during train-
ing. In this paper, we used ResNet-50 consists of 49 convolution layers and a single fully
connected layer.

DenseNet The unit’s dense block was first introduced in Dense Convolutional Network
or DenseNet [Hu17]. In each block, there are multiple convolution layers where each layer
is a concatenation of feature maps from previous layers. 1x1 convolutions are also utilized
to reduce a large number of feature maps and the computation complexity. In this work,
the DenseNet-121 model is utilized.
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SqueezeNet Iandola1 et al. proposed SqueezeNet[Ia16], an efficient model, which is 50
times smaller than AlexNet but achieved the same level of accuracy. The model employs
many strategies to decrease the number of parameters, such as small filter size, reduced
input channels, and squeezed layers. Fire module was also introduced in the paper consist-
ing of two layers: a squeeze layer consisting of 1×1 convolution filters, and expand layer,
which is a mix of 1×1 and 3×3 convolution filters. The module does not decrease only
the number of 3×3 filters but also the input channel.

Matching After obtaining our models’ feature vectors, we used cosine distance metric
to measure the similarity between reference and probe eyebrows. This is a famous match
score employed by many deep-learning-based biometric systems.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Training Data VISible light mobile Ocular Biometric (VISOB) [Ra16] is a publicly
available dataset consisting of eye images of about 550 healthy adults captured by three
different mobile phones in three different lighting conditions. The three smartphones used
in data collection are OPPO N1, iPhone 5s, and Galaxy Note 4. During the data collection,
the volunteers were asked to take selfie-like images during two visits (Visit 1 and Visit
2), 2-4 weeks apart. During each visit, images were taken in two sessions 10-15 minutes
apart, and under three different illumination conditions: regular office light, dim indoors,
and natural daylight. In this experiment, we used a subset of VISOB captured under office
lighting using the OPPO device, which offers a better resolution than iPhone and Note
4 captures, for our model training. Our model was trained on a high-resolution subset of
VISOB to tell apart identities by way of eyebrow matching.

Testing Data Celeb-DF is the large, high quality deepfake forensic dataset. This dataset
consists of 590 real videos from 59 celebrities along with 5639 deepfake videos. Since
we are not after visual artifact caused by image synthesis, we evaluated our model on
the best quality deepfake dataset that provides the most realistic fake video. This is a
challenging task that nonetheless can better demonstrate the advantages of our proposed
method. Unlike the other datasets, Celeb-DF contains almost no splicing boundaries, color
mismatch, and inconsistencies of face orientation, among other visible deepfake artifacts.
As a result, several deepfake detection papers have reported low accuracy numbers on this
dataset. As shown in table 1, the current detection methods peak around 75% AUC on this
dataset.

Data processing and training setup : We divided the VISOB dataset into 80% for train-
ing and 20% for validation. The eyebrow images were resized to different sizes depending
on the corresponding deep learning models’ input requirements. Multiple augmentations
such as random rotations and random cropping, were applied to the training set. We trained
our models with an initial learning rate of 1e-3 and reduced it by ten if the validation loss
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did not drop by ten consecutive epochs. We trained our model for a maximum of 200
epochs and ended with the weights from the epoch that yielded the best validation loss.
The momentum and weight decay parameters were set to 0.9 and 10e-4, respectively.

Experimental Setup We chose two experiments, short term and long term evaluation,
to evaluate our hypothesis. All genuine matches in the former came from different frames
in the same real video, while genuine matching was performed across the real videos in
the latter. For each celebrity, one video out of ten videos was chosen to perform gen-
uine matching in short-term evaluation. On the other hand, for the long term experiment,
we used all the real videos for evaluation. For both experimental setups, all the deepfake
videos were included to perform imposter matching with the real videos. For both the ex-
periments, we extracted one frame from each deepfake video, and 20 frames from each
real video (10 for enrollment and 10 for verification). The genuine match score is calcu-
lated between two images from the real video, and the imposter match score is calculated
between a frame from the real video and another frame from deepfake video. We only
perform matching between the original video and synthesized video from the same iden-
tities. These experiments are completely open-set that the participants in the training set
are not from the identities used in the testing set. Further, the fake vs. real evaluations are
conducted within the same quality and samples enjoy comparable resolutions regardless
of their class label. We used ROC’s Equal Error Rate (EER%) and Area Under the Curve
(AUC) metrics to convey accuracies.

Tab. 2: EER and AUC for short term eyebrows identification in real and deep fake imagery

Model lightCNN ResNet DenseNet SqueezeNet
Left AUC 0.729 0.762 0.700 0.832

EER 31.8% 29.5% 35.7% 25.3%
Right AUC 0.696 0.879 0.690 0.802

EER 35.4% 20.7% 37.6% 28.0%

5 Results and Discussions

Table 2 shows the EER and AUC for our short term evaluation. The best-achieved accuracy
is 20.7% EER and 0.879 AUC using ResNet on the right eyebrow. For the left eyebrow,
SqueezeNet performed the best with 25.0% EER and 0.832 AUC (its corresponding re-
sults for the right eyebrow were 28.0% EER and 0.802 AUC). The worst performer was
DenseNet with 0.690 AUC and 37.6% EER (right eyebrow).

The accuracies for our long term evaluation are summarized in table 3. As expected, these
results are worse than the short term’s results with AUCs from 0.548 to 0.589 and EERs
around 45.0%. This indicates that eyebrow matching is not the best choice for long term
comparisons.
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Tab. 3: EER and AUC for long term eyebrows identification in real and deep fake imagery

Model lightCNN ResNet DenseNet SqueezeNet
Left AUC 0.597 0.567 0.563 0.573

EER 44% 45.3% 45.1% 45.3%
Right AUC 0.589 0.580 0.548 0.561

EER 43.3% 43.4% 46.6% 45.3%

6 Conclusion and Future Work

With the rapid developments in image synthesis, the creation of convincing deepfake
videos has become easier and readily available to almost many. Since most of the deep-
fake detection methods rely on visible structural artifacts or color inconsistencies, they
do not perform well on high-quality deepfake datasets such as Celeb-DF. In this work,
we showed the efficacy of a new approach to expose deepfake images or videos using
eyebrow matching. Instead of detecting the visible signs of facial manipulation, we used
eyebrow match scores between real versus fake images from the same identity. Our best-
achieved accuracy was 20.7% EER and 0.879 AUC on Celeb-DF, which is significantly
better than other recently reported results on this high-quality deepfake dataset. However,
we also noted that our approach did not fare as well over long term evaluations. Another
limitation of our method is the requirement for the subject’s identity so that the biometric
eyebrow matching can proceed. As a part of future work, we would like to utilize the more
feature-rich continuous eyebrow band region (simultaneously presenting both eyebrows)
with our approach. Lastly, although our evaluations were made on a dataset different from
the development set, we wish to perform additional cross-dataset deepfake evaluations to
further test the generalization capability of the proposed framework.
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